Lack of knowledge about the mechanisms underlying new particle formation and their subsequent growth is one of the main causes for the large uncertainty in estimating the radiative forcing of atmospheric aerosols in global models. We performed chamber experiments designed to study the contributions of sulfuric acid and organic vapors to the formation and early growth of nucleated particles. Distinct experiments in the presence of two different organic precursors (1,3,5-trimethylbenzene and α-pinene) showed the ability of these compounds to reproduce the formation rates observed in the low troposphere. These results were obtained measuring the sulfuric acid concentrations with two chemical ionization mass spectrometers confirming the results of a previous study which modeled the sulfuric acid concentrations in presence of 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene.
Introduction
Aerosols affect the climate by directly absorbing or scattering the solar radiation. Particles with diameters larger than ∼ 50-100 nm (the exact diameter depends on water supersaturation and particle chemical composition) can act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) (Köhler, 1936; McFiggans et al., 2006) and influence cloud lifetime and optical properties (Twomey, 1977; Albrecht, 1989; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006) . Aerosol particles can either be directly emitted (primary emissions) or be formed in the atmosphere by nucleation of gaseous precursors (secondary formation). Global models suggest that up to 45 % of global low-level cloud CCN may originate from secondary formation (Merikanto et al., 2009) . However, the lack of knowledge about the mechanism underlying aerosol nucleation is one of the causes for the large uncertainty in estimation of the radiative forcing of atmospheric aerosols to predict the climate (IPCC, 2007) .
At a given nucleation rate (i.e., number of particles created per unit of volume and time) the number of particles that can grow to CCN sizes depends on the competition between the growth rate and the coagulation of the new particles onto the pre-existing ones (Kerminen and Kulmala, 2002) . The efficiency of coagulation scavenging by large particles Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
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F. Riccobono et al.: H 2 SO 4 and organics contribution to particle formation and growth is greatest when the nucleated particles are small (diameter D p < 10 nm) due to their large diffusion coefficient. Therefore, initial growth rates are a key issue in determining which fraction of freshly nucleated particles becomes large enough to act as CCN (Kerminen et al., 2001) .
Hydrated sulfuric acid is considered to be the main vapor responsible for nucleation under atmospheric conditions (Weber et al., 1996; Kulmala et al., 2004a; Curtius, 2006; Kulmala and Kerminen, 2008; Sipilä et al., 2010) . Besides sulfuric acid, other compounds such as ammonia and organics are thought to participate in atmospheric nucleation. Recently published results show evidence of nitrogen containing molecules (e.g., ammonia and amines) in nucleating clusters Petäjä et al., 2011; Kirkby et al., 2011) . Aminium salts were also observed in the 8-20 nm particle size range during field measurements . A number of laboratory and field studies report direct and/or indirect observations indicating that organic compounds contribute significantly to the chemical composition of freshly nucleated particles (O'Dowd et al., 2002; Wehner et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2009; Metzger et al., 2010; Paasonen et al., 2009 Paasonen et al., , 2010 Kuang et al., 2012; Pierce et al., 2011 Pierce et al., , 2012 Riipinen et al., 2011) . Current global models include both sulfuric acid and oxidation products of organic vapors (i.e., monoterpenes) in the aerosol growth process (Spracklen et al., 2008; Pierce and Adams, 2009 ). However, constraining the model uncertainties requires a better understanding of the roles these vapors play in the nucleation and growth mechanisms .
In this work we present the results from a set of chamber experiments designed to study the contribution of sulfuric acid and organic vapors to the formation and to the early growth of nucleated particles. First we performed three nucleation experiments in the presence of 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene (TMB), an anthropogenic organic aerosol precursor. The aim of the TMB experiments was the confirmation of the results of our previous nucleation experiments . These showed that nucleation experiments performed under the presence of sulfuric acid and TMB in the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) environmental chamber reproduced the particle formation rates observed in the atmosphere at similar sulfuric acid concentrations. In that work, considerable uncertainty arose from using a model to determine the sulfuric acid concentrations. The H 2 SO 4 concentration was calculated with a simple kinetic model which used the TMB lifetime to retrieve the concentration of OH radicals needed to oxidize the SO 2 molecules. Wall losses and condensation on aerosol particles were taken into account as well. In the present study we reduced this uncertainty by measuring the sulfuric acid concentration with two independently calibrated chemical ionization mass spectrometers (Eisele and Tanner, 1993; Kürten et al., 2012) .
Furthermore we performed a second set of experiments using α-pinene, a common biogenic organic precursor. We investigated the role of the oxidation products of α-pinene in the growth process of nanoparticles through eight photooxidation experiments. We measured the size dependent growth rates under various vapor concentrations using four condensation particle counters (CPC battery) and a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS). We will discuss different growth rate analysis methods and their limitations. Finally, the observed size dependent growth rates will be compared with the modeled growth rates expected by the measured sulfuric acid concentration, obtaining the size dependent organic contribution to particle growth.
Methods
We investigated the particle formation rates and the subsequent growth rates (GR) during 11 photooxidation experiments in the 27-m 3 PSI environmental chamber in the presence of NO x and SO 2 at various mixing ratios and two different organic precursors: 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene (TMB) and α-pinene. As light source four 4 kW xenon arc lamps were used, which closely simulate the sun light spectrum (Paulsen et al., 2005) .
In the beginning of an experiment the chamber was filled with purified and filtered air in the dark (i.e., lights off). After the addition of the various trace gases H 2 O, SO 2 , NO x , the organic precursor was injected through a vaporizer. When the concentrations of the gases were stable the experiment was started by turning on the lights and monitoring the gas and the aerosol phase evolution.
The PSI environmental chamber includes the following instrumentation: humidity sensor (Rotronic Hygro Clip SC05), SO 2 monitor (Enhanced Trace Level SO 2 Analyzer, Model 43i-TLE, Thermo Scientific, USA), trace level NO x analyzer (Thermo Environmental Instruments 42C), O 3 monitor (Monitor Labs Inc. Model 8810), proton transfer reaction mass spectrometer (PTR-MS, Ionicon) to measure the organic vapors, and a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS, particle diameter size range 14-800 nm) (Wang and Flagan, 1990) . A second SMPS with a differential mobility analyzer (DMA) designed to have a higher size resolution and transmission for particle diameters between 5 and 60 nm was also used. A CPC battery, composed of three TSI CPCs, a model TSI 3776 with a 50 % counting efficiency diameter D 50 of 3.2 nm, a TSI 3772 with D 50 = 5.6 nm and a TSI 3010 with D 50 = 10.5 nm and, a Particle Size Magnifier (PSM, Airmodus A09 prototype) with D 50 = 1.5 nm , served to determine the initial particle growth rates. Finally two chemical ionization mass spectrometers (CIMS) measured the sulfuric acid concentration. The two CIMS were constructed following the previous work of Eisele and Tanner (Eisele and Tanner, 1993; Berresheim et al., 2000; Mauldin et al., 2001; . All the experiments 2.1 Determination of particle formation rates and growth rates
Particle formation rates
Particle formation rates at D p = 1.5 nm were retrieved from the formation rate (dN/dt) measured by the PSM and by the TSI 3776 CPC. In the first step the measured particle concentrations were corrected for diffusion losses occurring in the sampling line assuming laminar flow diffusion losses in straight tubes (equation 8.56 in Baron and Willeke, 2001 ). This assumption is justified by the absence of pipe elbows and bends with small radius of curvature (< 10 cm) in the sampling lines. The apparent measured formation rates dN/dt were then corrected for coagulation and wall losses following the same procedure as described by .
Growth rates from the CPC battery measurements
Particle growth rates were determined from the CPC battery and the SMPS measurements. The CPC battery allowed determining the initial growth rates for particle diameters between 1.5 and 6 nm. Before the start of a nucleation experiment, when the lights were still off, the particle concentration in the environmental chamber was close to zero (the background concentration was in the order of 10 cm −3 ). When the lights are turned on, the oxidation of SO 2 and the organic precursors generates nucleating and condensing vapors (e.g., sulfuric acid and oxidized organic molecules) and that produces stable clusters that grow to detectable sizes by coag- ulation and condensation. The corresponding condensational growth rate depends on the availability of condensing vapors. Growing particles appear in a CPC as soon as they exceed the minimum detectable size of that specific CPC. The analysis of the time delay between the CPC signals, together with the accurate determination of the detection thresholds of the CPCs allowed us to retrieve the growth rates of the particles with D p < 6 nm from the time it takes to grow past successive size thresholds, i.e. threshold , and t ij being the time delay between the rise of the two CPCs (Sihto et al., 2006; Riipinen et al., 2007) . Figure 1 shows the time series of the CPC battery and CIMS data during a typical α-pinene experiment.
The accuracy of the growth rate calculated with Eq. (1) strongly depends on the choice of the detection thresholds and on the point of measurement of the time delay. The detection threshold of a CPC is generally defined as the D 50 of the cutoff curve, corresponding to the particle diameter for which the CPC has a counting efficiency of 50 %. However, one has to keep in mind that the number of particles measured by one CPC is given by the convolution of the particle size distribution and the actual CPC cutoff curve which does not follow an ideal step function.
If t i and t j are the times at which the same concentration of particles (within 1 cm −3 ) is measured by CPC i and CPC j , we can define t ij = t j -t i . As we will discuss below, if the cutoff curves of the CPC i and CPC j do not have the same shape in their detection efficiencies, the time delay t ij varies over time as the particle diameters grow, resulting in a variation in time for the calculated GR from Eq. (1).
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F. Riccobono et al.: H 2 SO 4 and organics contribution to particle formation and growth Here we propose a new method that is based on a conscientious choice of the detection threshold and of the time delay t ij : instead of using the D 50 we use the detection threshold D 1 (diameter at which the CPC has a counting efficiency of 1 %) and we calculate the onset time delay t ij at the initial rise of the CPCs signals (see below for a detailed discussion).
In the following discussion we will demonstrate how the choices of D 1 and of the onset time delay t ij are preferable to the choice of D 50 and of any other point of measurement of the time delay. In addition, because D 1 is smaller than D 50 , this method will also allow us to extend the growth rate calculation to a smaller range of particle diameters without the necessity for changing the CPC cutoff sizes.
To better understand how the choice of the detection threshold and of the time at which we measure the t ij influences the growth rate calculation we simulated the growth rate measurement performed by three pairs of CPCs with different relations between their efficiency curves (see Fig. A1 ). We simulated a chamber experiment with a growing Gaussian distribution (σ = 1.5). In order to observe the appearance of the particles in the CPCs from almost 0 cm −3 the median of the Gaussian distribution is initially set to a value such that almost the whole size distribution is out of the detection limit of the CPCs (less than 1 % of the mode maximum is left at the D 1 of the CPCs). For the sake of simplicity the distribution grows at constant growth rate, GR const = 5 nm h −1 , and coagulation and wall losses are neglected.
The results reported in Fig. 2 show that, if the CPC efficiency curves have different slopes, the calculated growth rate (GR calc ) changes both over time (vertical panel c) and as the number concentration increases (vertical panel d). Nevertheless, the D 1 method correctly calculates the growth rate at the beginning of the detection (i.e., GR calc /GR const = 1, Fig. 2 ). Thus, the beginning of the detection is the point in time when we should measure the onset time delay t ij between the CPCs to correctly calculate the growth rates with Eq. (1). A similar analysis was conducted for CPCs using different working fluids revealing the effective growth rate of nanoparticles with respect to water and butanol Riipinen et al., 2009) .
The simulation also reveals that, in the realistic case of two CPCs that have an offset between the two efficiency curves at large particle diameters (possibly due to different internal losses or errors in the aerosol flow reading/setting), the growth rate calculation using the D 50 is only accurate in a single point in time which is a priori unknown (horizontal panel 3).
Based on these results we decided to calculate the growth rates from the CPC battery by applying the D 1 method to the CPC battery data, obtaining size dependent growth rates in three size ranges (1.5-2 nm; 2-3 nm; 3-6 nm). For each experiment we estimated the onset t ij at particle concentration N =0. This is determined measuring the t ij between the CPCs at each integer particle concentration between N min and N max and applying a quadratic polynomial fitting to obtain the value of t ij at N = 0. The value of N min is set equal to 10 cm −3 to avoid low signal to noise ratios; N max is determined for each individual experiment and is calculated as 10 times the standard deviation of the PSM base line over a period of 5 min before the lights went on; the choice of N max does not strongly affect the value of onset t ij .
The error in the growth rate calculation derives from the uncertainties in both measurements of D 1 and t ij . The uncertainty in D 1 of the two CPCs is mainly due to calibration uncertainties, such as diffusion loss corrections, flow rate measurements and transfer function of the differential mobility analyzer used for the calibration, which have an overall uncertainty assumed to be smaller than 20 %. We assume that a sensitivity of the efficiency curves to particle composition and charge would affect the two CPCs in a similar manner, resulting in a comparable shift in the diameter range for both CPCs, preserving the D 1 within 20 %. The maximum relative error in t ij is assumed to be equal to the largest of the relative residuals of the quadratic fitting on the t ij .
Growth rates from the SMPS measurements
For particles with D p > 6 nm, the growth rates were retrieved from the SMPS measurements. The SMPS concentrations were firstly corrected for diffusion losses in the sampling line and in the DMA column and for the CPC counting efficiency. Subsequently the mode diameter was determined by fitting a Gaussian distribution to the dN/dlogD p data. Rather than determining the growth rates using the time evolution of the mode diameter we calculated the particle growth rates following an approach similar to the one used to obtain the growth rates from the CPC battery, i.e., looking at the time delay of the onset of particles in the largest size bins of the SMPS. Here the SMPS leading edge diameter is defined as the diameter corresponding to the size bin at which the fitted Gaussian size distribution reaches 1 % of the concentration measured in the mode diameter bin. The growth rates are then retrieved from the time evolution of the leading edge diameter.
In Fig. 3a , we show a comparison between the leading edge diameters and the mode diameters for all the α-pinene experiments. Figure 3b growth rates calculated from the leading edge diameters and from the mode diameters. The choice of the leading edge diameter is superior to the mean diameter for the growth rate analysis of nucleation chamber experiments because of the following two effects. Firstly, once lights are turned on in the chamber, the concentrations of sulfuric acid and oxidized organic compounds build up and the formation rate increases with time until the losses of cluster precursors equals their production rate. This effect shifts the mode of the size distribution to a lower diameter than it would be the case for condensational growth without continuous nucleation. The second effect is the dynamic change of the shape of the size distribution with growth. The size distribution broadens due to the Kelvin effect and the presence of many organic compounds with different saturation vapor pressures, allowing larger particles to grow at a higher rate than smaller particles. In other words the condensational driving force for a specific vapor compound i onto a particle surface of diameter D p is positive only if the partial pressure of compound i is larger than the equilibrium vapor pressure over the curved particle surface; increasing D p increases the number of volatile compounds that can condense on particles of diameter D p , speeding up the growth of particles with larger diameters (see results section for a more detailed discussion).
Other techniques exist for accurately determining sizeresolved growth rates Yli-Juuti et al., 2011) and the leading edge method was introduced by Kulmala et al. (1998) for ambient new particle formation studies. However, it has its limitations when applied to ambient aerosols. While chamber experiments always start at a number concentration close to zero, the nucleation occurring in the ambient atmosphere happens in the presence of a pre-existing population of particles (with D p > 10 nm) which creates a high background over which the nucleating mode grows without a distinct leading edge. In this study background particles do not hinder the use of the leading edge method; hence, the data 9432 F. Riccobono et al.: H 2 SO 4 and organics contribution to particle formation and growth presented in the following discussion are obtained applying the leading edge method.
Growth rate enhancement factor
In order to quantify the relative contributions to the particle growth by sulfuric acid and by organic compounds, we compared the observed growth rates, obtained from the CPC battery and from the SMPS, with the modeled growth rates expected from the measured sulfuric acid gas phase concentration when assuming that the aerosol growth is driven only by condensation of H 2 SO 4 and H 2 O.
The collision rate K used in the H 2 SO 4 growth model is
In addition to classical condensation kinetic theory (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006) it also contains the diameter of the condensing molecule D v and the diffusion coefficient of the growing particle, which are both relevant when the particle size is comparable to that of the condensing molecule . Subscripts "p" and "v" refer to particle and vapor properties, respectively, Kn is the Knudsen number, β d is the Fuchs-Sutugin correction factor, α is the accommodation coefficient, c is the thermal speed and C v is the concentration of vapor molecules per unit volume. For sulfuric acid we assume α = 1, which implies that the maximum condensation rate at a given partial pressure is limited by the kinetic collision rate of sulfuric acid molecules with the growing particles. Under the experimental relative humidity of 50 % the sulfuric acid is thought to be mainly dihydrated (Kurtén et al., 2007) , the density is assumed to be 1490 kg m −3 (H 2 SO 4 + 2 H 2 O) and the diffusion coefficient is taken equal to 0.08 cm 2 s −1 (Hanson and Eisele, 2000) . Assuming that each collision increases the particle volume by
and finally calculate the diameter growth rate (GR) as
For all the measured growth rates from the CPC battery and SMPS (GR meas ), we calculated the corresponding expected growth rate by sulfuric acid (GR mod ) through Eqs. (2) and (4). To compare correctly GR meas with GR mod we used the average particle diameter and the average sulfuric acid concentration in Eq. (2) calculated over the same time window used for deriving the growth rate with the SMPS. For the comparison with the observed growth rates from the CPC battery we used the average of the D 1 of the CPCs for each CPC battery size range (1.75, 2.5 and 4.5 nm) and the sulfuric acid average over the time window between the appearance of the particles in the two CPCs. If we assume that the measured growth rate is due only to sulfuric acid and organic vapors, following the definition proposed by Kuang et al. (2012) , we can define and calculate the growth rate enhancement factor due to organic compounds as = GR meas GR mod (5) where GR meas contains the measured contribution to growth by both sulfuric acid and organic vapors, while GR mod contains the calculated contribution to growth only by sulfuric acid. Figure 4 reports the formation rates as a function of the sulfuric acid concentrations measured in this work, and compares them with the laboratory study of Metzger et al. (2010) and ambient measurements in Hyytiälä, Finland (Sihto et al., 2006) . The comparison of the α-pinene experiments with the ambient data indicates that α-pinene is capable of reproducing the formation rates observed in the boreal forest for similar concentrations of sulfuric acid. Indeed, our observations do not rule out the possibility that other compounds participate in the particle formation mechanism. The total concentration of organic precursors in a boreal forest is comparable to the α-pinene concentration used in these experiments, but other compounds may have been present as contaminants. A recent study (Kirkby et al., 2011) performed in an ultraclean organics free environmental chamber showed that binary sulfuric acid/water nucleation is not capable of reproducing ambient nucleation rates, and the presence of ammonia increased the pure binary nucleation, but saturated at three orders of magnitude lower nucleation rates than the ambient values. For the conditions in our chamber, the organic compounds are the most likely candidates to enhance the formation rates to ambient values, but we cannot elucidate at which stage the organics enter the process of particle formation. The real nucleation mechanism which occurs at molecular level cannot be investigated with the instrumentation available during this work; for this reason we always refer to formation rates rather than to nucleation rates.
Results and discussion

Particle formation rates vs. sulfuric acid concentration
The formation rates for the α-pinene experiments of Fig. 4 are color coded with the decay rate of α-pinene which is a proxy for the NucOrg concentration (using the same notation as used by Metzger et al. (2010) , NucOrg represents the organic molecules that participate in the particle formation process). In Fig. 4 , a correlation between the particle formation rate and the decay rate of α-pinene is hindered by at least two factors: (a) α-pinene is oxidized by both OH and ozone, which generate different families of oxidation products that may participate differently in the particle formation process; (b) additional unmonitored compounds may also contribute to the particle formation.
TMB also appears to be capable of reproducing the formation rates observed in the atmosphere in the same range of sulfuric acid concentrations. The data collected in this work, in which sulfuric acid concentrations were directly measured, agree well with the experiments performed by Metzger et al. (2010) , although they all lie at the higher end of the sulfuric acid concentration range of the earlier study (∼ 10 7 cm −3 ).
In order to verify the ability of the model used in Metzger et al. (2010) to capture the sulfuric acid concentrations, we repeated the modeling with the same parameters used in that study. Figure 5 compares the time series of the measured and modeled sulfuric acid concentrations. Note that the measured peak concentrations agree within the model and the measurement uncertainties, but the model underestimates the sulfuric acid concentration at the beginning of the experiment. One of the reasons responsible for this behavior is that the model did not include any sulfuric acid background concentration, but as depicted in Fig. 5 , the sulfuric acid concentration measured by the CIMS rises at the moment of SO 2 injection, even before the UV lights are switched on. This dark production of H 2 SO 4 was observed throughout the whole measurement campaign. It may be attributed either to heterogeneous reactions on the Teflon walls of the chamber or in case of the α-pinene experiments to the OH formation during the Uncertainties are estimated to be 50 % on sulfuric acid (red error bars) and 65 % on modeled data (gray shadow, see Metzger et al., 2010) . Injection of SO 2 in the chamber produced an increase in the background concentration of sulfuric acid which was not included in the model used by Metzger et al. (2010) .
ozonolysis of α-pinene. Further experiments are needed to discriminate between these processes. As a result of this dark production, the background H 2 SO 4 concentration varied between 2 × 10 5 cm −3 and 3 × 10 6 cm −3 depending on the SO 2 initial concentration. Another possible reason for underestimating the sulfuric acid concentration is that the lifetime of the sulfuric acid used in the model by Metzger et al. (2010) was only about half of the sulfuric acid lifetime estimated from the decay rate of the sulfuric acid concentration measured with the CIMS instruments.
In conclusion, the observed background concentration of sulfuric acid (which is a function of the initial SO 2 concentration) indicates that the modeled sulfuric acid concentration of Metzger et al. (2010) might have been underestimated by a few times 10 5 cm −3 for the experiments with low SO 2 and up to a maximum of 10 7 cm −3 for the experiments in the presence of high SO 2 . However, this relative shift towards higher sulfuric acid concentrations does not change the main results presented in the previous work, which suggested that the role of NucOrg is crucial for the overall process of particle formation. Figure 6 depicts the growth rate enhancement factor as a function of the diameter determined from the CPC battery and SMPS during the α-pinene experiments. values are found between ∼ 1 and 2000, indicating that, after the reaction of a few ppbv of α-pinene, the growth due to organic compounds dominates throughout the particle size distribution. The results show that even at particle diameters below 2 nm a large fraction (up to more than 90 %) of the observed growth is attributable to organic vapors, supporting Note that the experiments α-p 3 and α-p 4 were performed with injection of 5 ppbv of SO 2 producing a higher sulfuric acid concentration compared to the other experiments, hence influencing the corresponding results. values were not available from the SMPS measurements during two experiments, α-p 5 and α-p 8, because of the poor quality of the SMPS data during these experiments.
Role of sulfuric acid and organic vapors for size dependent growth rates
the findings of other recent publications (Sihto et al., 2006; Yli-Juuti et al., 2011; Kuang et al., 2012) . The general trend of Fig. 6 shows that, as the diameter of the particles increases, the organic contribution to the growth ( ) increases, indicating that the condensation driving force (p −p eq ) for organics increases as the particles grow (Eq. 6), either by increasing the partial pressure, p, or by decreasing the equilibrium vapor pressure, p eq , due to the growth of particle size (Kelvin effect), or due to changes in particle chemistry (Roult's law). The attempt of disentangling the effects of p and p eq on particle growth is further hindered by the broad family of condensable organic compounds that are formed during the time of the experiment, the temporal effect; i.e., while the particles grow to larger diameters both the chemical composition and the concentration of the condensable organic compounds change.
A qualitative distinction between the temporal effect and the other effects is revealed in Fig. 3 . It contains the direct evidence of the role played by the particle size and composition in lowering the equilibrium vapor pressure when the particles grow. Figure 3b shows that the growth rate of the leading edge (big particles) is larger than the growth rate of the mode diameter (smaller particles) at a given point in time, i.e., for particles exposed to the same distribution of vapors. The difference between the two growth rates becomes smaller as the particles grow (color code in Fig. 3 ) since the relative differences of both Kelvin effect and particle composition become smaller for larger particles.
The difference between the measured GR and the model GR due to sulfuric acid (GR meas − GR mod , see Sect. 2.1.4) is equal to the growth rate attributable to condensation of organic compounds. Plotting growth rates due to organic compounds as a function of sulfuric acid concentration for parti- Size bin range (nm) Fig. 7 . Initial growth rates attributable to organic compounds observed with the CPC battery as a function of sulfuric acid concentration color coded with α-pinene decay rate (different markers correspond to different size ranges). The error bars represent the standard deviations. Large error bars on the sulfuric acid concentrations in the 1.5-2 nm size range are caused by the fact that [H 2 SO 4 ] had not reached its plateau value at the early stage of the experiment when these GR values had been determined. The inset shows the average growth rates attributable to organics as a function of the particle diameter, the bars indicate the minimum and the maximum GR in each size bin.
cles smaller than 6 nm allows observing the contribution of organic compounds to the early stage particle growth from another perspective. Figure 7 shows the growth rates due to organic compounds retrieved from the CPC battery as a function of sulfuric acid in three separate size bins (1.5-2 nm, 2-3 nm and 3-6 nm), color coded with the decay rate of α-pinene. The error bars correspond to the standard deviation of the sulfuric acid concentration (x-axis) and to the estimated error of the GR (y-axis, see Sect. 2.1). The first and most important feature of Fig. 7 is that, in this size range (1.5-6 nm), the sulfuric acid seems to enhance the growth rate by organic compounds. Within a single size bin the growth rate due to organics is higher when the sulfuric acid concentration is higher, independently of the α-pinene decay rate (color code in Fig. 7) . Although the mechanism related to this observation remains uncertain, we can make some observations from Figs. 6 and 7. When sulfuric acid condenses onto growing particles, it lowers the organic activity (decreasing the organic molar fraction) and increases the size of the particle. Both of these effects decrease the equilibrium vapor pressure of the condensing organics. At high sulfuric acid concentrations the addition of sulfuric acid molecules to the growing particle is accelerated, this might speed up the process of lowering the equilibrium vapor pressure and consequently speed up the condensation of organics. Theoretical calculations show that gas-phase oxidation can produce organic compounds with low enough saturation vapor pressures which are able to condense onto particles with diameter of a few nanometers Pierce et al., 2011) .
On the other hand, Fig. 6 suggests that the growing particles are mainly composed of organics; ∼ 10 for 2-6 nm particles means that only ∼ 10 % of the GR is due to sulfuric acid. Hence, sulfuric acid produces minor changes of the particle size and organic activities, resulting in small changes in the Kelvin and Raoult terms. This opens the door to other possible mechanisms which may contribute to particle growth, such as reactive uptake, which has already been observed to contribute to the growth of organic aerosol (e.g., Smith et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2010) . Sulfuric acid condensation may enhance the uptake of organic molecules via increasing the solution acidity (Gao et al., 2004) and/or increasing its ionic strength (Kroll et al., 2005) .
The importance of reactive uptake in growth of nanoparticles is supported by another observation: the weak correlation between the growth rates due to organics and the decay rate of α-pinene (color code in Fig. 7) suggests a decoupling of the growth mechanism from pure gas-phase oxidation processes. Analogously, a weak correlation is also found between and the decay rate of α-pinene for the CPC battery data (Fig. 6) . The correlation between and the decay rate of α-pinene becomes more evident at particle sizes larger than 6 nm (SMPS data in Fig. 6 ), where the Kelvin effect becomes smaller and a larger mass of the absorbing particle decreases the activity of organic compounds; at the same time, organic compounds, that have low saturation vapor pressures accumulate increasing the driving force p − p eq (Eq. 6).
For small particles (D p < 6 nm) the α-pinene decay rate seems to correlate with GR only in the case of the largest outlier of Fig. 7 (GR ∼ 100 nm h −1 ), which is also associated with a large uncertainty on the GR. This outlier is a growth rate measurement performed during experiment α-p 8, conducted at high initial α-pinene concentrations, which followed a high NO x experiment (α-p 7). The latter might have produced high HONO concentrations which, together with other unmonitored contaminant compounds left over from the previous experiment, might have resulted in strong α-pinene decay and thus enhanced the growth rate. Figure 7 also shows that the absolute growth rates increase with particle size (inset of Fig. 7 ). This observation would fit with the nano-Köhler theory, which, assuming multi-component organic condensation, predicts an increasing GR with particle size (Kulmala et al., 2004b) . Reactive uptake might also fit with this observation: these reactions would allow the first organic molecules to bind with the sulfuric acid molecules overcoming the initial barrier for condensation and increasing the particle diameter to sizes where further condensation of organic compounds is permitted.
The large uncertainties reported in Figs. 6 and 7, together with the lack of knowledge about saturation vapor pressures and the unknown partial pressures of the species involved, do not allow us to conclude whether organic compounds are the only substances responsible for the observed growth rate enhancement factors . Kirkby et al. (2011) recently showed that trace amounts such as ammonia or amines may have a strong influence on the particle formation process; ammonium or aminium salts Wang et al., 2010) might indeed be involved in the initial growth as well, contributing to the observed variability in the growth rate enhancement factors.
Summary and conclusions
We measured the particle formation rates and growth rates of particles under atmospherically relevant concentrations of sulfuric acid and organic vapors. The observed particle formation rates were found to be in the same range as the formation rates measured in the atmosphere at the corresponding sulfuric acid concentrations. These results are in agreement with the observations of our previous work , where no CIMS was available and the sulfuric acid concentrations were estimated using a kinetic model.
We developed a new method for the analysis of size resolved growth rate measurements using a CPC battery, and we optimized the SMPS growth rates analysis for chamber nucleation experiments, and compared the new approach with the traditional ones.
The size resolved growth rate analysis allowed us to study the contribution of sulfuric acid and organic compounds to aerosol growth. The measured growth rates were compared with the kinetically limited growth rates by sulfuric acid. This comparison demonstrated that, in the presence of sulfuric acid and α-pinene, the growth due to organic compounds dominates nearly the entire size distribution. The observation that the organic contribution to growth increases as the diameter of the particles increases supports the multiple activation mechanism predicted by the nano-Köhler theory.
We also observed that, once isolated, the contribution of organic compounds to growth seems to be enhanced by the sulfuric acid concentration. The mechanism responsible for this observation remains to be elucidated through further chamber experiments. If confirmed, its inclusion in global models might change the present estimations of the anthropogenic contribution to the formation of secondary aerosol.
The considerations made about the latter effect and the weak correlation of the initial growth rates with the decay rate of α-pinene suggest that other mechanisms, different from pure gas-phase chemistry, may participate in the initial steps of growth (i.e., reactive uptake).
At present, the uncertainties in the measurements and in the thermodynamic properties of the condensing species do not allow us to estimate the relative contribution of gasphase chemistry and reactive uptake to aerosol growth. Further chamber experiments in the presence of sensitive instrumentation for the particle growth rate measurements together with advanced growth rates analysis tools are needed to provide better size resolved growth rate measurements in order to further constrain uncertainties in global aerosol, chemistry and climate models. 
Appendix A CPC calibration and sulfuric acid measurement
The growth rate measurements of particles smaller than 6 nm were performed with the CPC battery. This method requires accurate calibration of the CPCs in the laboratory. We used a high resolution Herrmann DMA (Herrmann et al., 2000) to classify WO x particles smaller than 4 nm. A short column DMA (home-built DMA with similar specifications to TSI model 3085 nano-DMA) was used to classify particles larger than 4 nm. The measured counting efficiencies (Fig. A1 ) of the three TSI CPCs are fitted with the following threeparameter equation that is based on the fit equation proposed by Stolzenburg and McMurry (1991) 
with D 0 = b − c ln(a). Table A1 contains the fitting parameters and the corresponding D 0 and D 1 for the three TSI CPCs. For the PSM we assumed a nominal D 1 = 1.5 nm assuming that this is the critical cluster size at which particles appear Vanhanen et al., 2011) .
For simplicity, we always refer to nominal values of D 1 : 2, 3 and 6 nm for the CPCs used in the CPC battery but the actual growth rate calculation is performed with the D 1 values reported in Table A1 . The two CIMS instruments employed in our study were independently calibrated. The concentrations measured by the two instruments correlate with a slope of 2.08 averaged over the entire experimental campaign (Fig. A2) . The best estimate of [H 2 SO 4 ] was determined as the arithmetic mean of the concentrations measured by the two CIMS instruments. The reason for the average deviation by a factor of 2.08 between the two measurements is currently not resolved. Both instruments were operated with identical inlets and similar sample flow rates. Further inter-comparisons and intercalibrations are necessary to resolve the differences. The CIMS H 2 SO 4 instruments have reported a factor of two total uncertainty (Frankfurt-CIMS, Kirkby et al., 2011) and ±35 % (Helsinki-CIMS, , therefore the measurements do agree within these uncertainties. The CIMS instruments run at the same time during the α-pinene experiments while only the Frankfurt CIMS was running during the TMB experiments. The CIMS from University of Helsinki was calibrated by measurement of OH generated from photolysis of a known amount of water vapor. More information is presented in Mauldin et al. (2001) and . The CIMS from University of Frankfurt was calibrated by an external set-up which provided a known concentration of H 2 SO 4 . The H 2 SO 4 was produced by illuminating a mixture of SO 2 , H 2 O, O 2 and N 2 with UV light (see Kürten et al. (2012) for details).
